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Abstract—Improving performance, reducing energy consumption and enhancing reliability are three important objectives for embedded computing systems design. In this paper, we study the joint impact of cache size selection on these three objectives. For this purpose, we conduct extensive fault injection experiments on five benchmark examples using a cycle-accurate processor simulator. Performance and reliability are analyzed using the performability metric. Overall, our experiments demonstrate the importance of a careful cache size selection when designing energy-efficient and reliable systems. Furthermore, the experimental results show the existence of optimal or Pareto-optimal cache size selection to optimize the three design objectives.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cache memories are widely used in microprocessors to improve the system performance [1]. As small, fast on-chip memories, caches store frequently accessed instructions and data to avoid a large number of accesses to the slow, off-chip main memory. Depending on the way the cache blocks are mapped onto the main memory, we distinguish between direct-mapped caches (each main memory address is mapped to one and only one cache block) and n-way set-associative caches (each main memory address can be mapped to n possible cache blocks). As opposed to the slow dynamic main memory, cache memories are implemented as flip-flops using static logic. Though cache memories can improve the system performance dramatically, they are responsible for a large portion of the overall system’s power dissipation [2]. To reduce the energy dissipation, several approaches of dynamic cache reconfiguration have been reported. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a technique called way concatenation that tunes the cache ways between one (direct-mapped), two and four. Accordingly, at a reduced number of ways (1 and 2) the corresponding unused cache ways are disable. This is carried out under software control, i.e., at application run-time. They report an average energy saving of 40% compared to a fixed four-way cache. Similarly, Dropsho et al. [4] introduced a cache design, called accounting cache based on the selective ways cache [5]. The number of active ways is dynamically change under hardware control. Powell et al. [6] applied way-prediction and selective direct-mapping to reduce the set-associative cache energy.

This is achieved by predicting the matching way and accessing only this matching one, instead of all ways. A dynamic online scheme that combines the processor voltage scaling and dynamic cache reconfiguration was proposed by Nacul et al. [7]. Their online algorithm adapts the processor speed and the cache subsystem to the workload requirements of the application. In a similar fashion, Zhang et al. [2] introduced an online heuristic that dynamically adjusts the cache size in order to minimize the cache energy. Their experiments point out that among all configurable cache parameters, cache size has the largest impact on cache performance and energy consumption. Yang et al. [8] investigated different design choices for reconfigurable caches and evaluated their efficiency in reducing the system’s energy dissipation. While these approaches are effective in reducing the energy dissipation, they neglect another important factor, namely the cache reliability.

Cache reliability is mainly threatened by transient faults, caused by strikes from alpha particles and energetic particles [9]. When a memory cell (flip-flop) is hit by such a particle, though the circuit itself is not damaged, the stored bit value can flip and cause an error. This problem is becoming more and more serious due to the ever-shrinking feature size and reduced supply voltage levels [10]. Hardware approaches that are dedicated to improve the cache reliability have been proposed. Such approaches make use of spatial redundancy to correct corrupted bits, for instance, data word parity [11] and Single Error Correct-Double Error Detect Error Correcting Codes (SEC-DED ECC) [12]. Li et al. [10] studied the impact of two leakage energy reduction approaches on the cache reliability. They also used the word parity and SEC to detect and correct the corrupted bits. However, the impact of cache size selection was not considered. Clearly, the spacial redundancy requires additional hardware and decreases the performance, hence is likely to increase the cache energy consumption.

Nevertheless, like cache energy and performance, the cache reliability is also affected by the cache size. The reason for this is threefold. Firstly, when the cache size is reduced (for instance, through disabling a portion of the cache), the probability of particle-hits in the smaller active area is also reduced and particles hitting the disabled part of the cache will not manifest in errors. Secondly, the execution time of the application generally increases as the cache size decreases. The probability of particle-hits during a longer execution time increases. Thirdly, if time redundancy techniques (e.g. rollback recovery)
are used to correct faulty executions, the cache’s influence on the task execution times will also affect the number of possible re-executions, hence affecting the system’s reliability. For example, in Fig. 1(a), if we reduce the cache size from 256 lines to 128 and 64 lines (Fig. 1(b) and (c)), the number of faults in the active cache area decrease from 3 to 2 and 1, respectively. However, the smaller cache sizes result in prolonged task execution times, which, in turn, change the amount of slack left for re-executions.

The aim of this paper is to examine the combined effect of cache size selection on energy consumption, reliability and performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation into the interaction between cache energy consumption and transient faults from an cache size perspective. We perform extensive fault inject simulations on five commonly used benchmarks, using a cycle-accurate microprocessor simulator. The experiments demonstrate that there exists a complex trade-off between the different objects. Ultimately, this trade-off can be exploited through dynamic cache resizing (enabling/disabling portions of the cache) at application runtime.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the models of the transient faults, the cache performability and the cache energy in Section II. The simulation setup and results analysis are in Section III. Concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
complete is \( D \), then the performance requirement is \( N / f \leq D \). In the case that the task finishes execution before the deadline \( D \), then there exists a slack. For example, Fig. 1 (b) shows the task execution for a cache size of 128 lines. As we can observe, it takes \( N \) cycles to execute the task, leaving a slack of \( D - N / f \). This slack time can be utilized to increase the system’s reliability against transient faults by performing roll-back recoveries (re-execution) when errors occur [14]. That is, in the presents of an error, the task is re-executed with the aim to achieve a non-faulty run. Nevertheless, since re-executions require time, the number of possible re-executions is limited by the amount of slack. Accordingly, the number of possible re-executions is given by:

\[
k = \left\lfloor \frac{D}{N/f} \right\rfloor - 1 = \left\lfloor \frac{D \times f}{N} \right\rfloor - 1
\]

For instance, in Fig. 1 (a), the slack is large enough to perform two re-executions \( (k = 2) \), when needed. The number of possible re-execution, however, decreases as the cache size is reduced. For instance, in Fig. 1(b) and (c) the number of re-execution is \( k = 1 \) and \( k = 0 \), respectively.

Since the appearance of transient faults follows a Poisson distribution, the probability of at least one error during the execution of a task is [14]:

\[
\rho_e = 1 - e^{-\frac{X \times \text{faults} \times N}{f}} = 1 - e^{-\frac{X \times \text{faults} \times N}{D \times f}}
\]

We use a combined metric called performability to measure the system performance and reliability together [13, 14]. Here, the performability is defined as the probability of finishing the task correctly within the deadline in the presence of faults [14].

Based on Eqs. (1) and 2, the performability can be expressed by [14]:

\[
P = 1 - \rho_e^{k+1} = 1 - (1 - e^{-\frac{X \times \text{faults} \times N}{D \times f}}) \left\lfloor \frac{D \times f}{N} \right\rfloor
\]

The clock cycles \( N \) that the processor needs to execute a task is heavily impacted by the cache size. The direct result is that \( k \), the number of possible re-executions, will be different for different cache sizes. Also, as outlined in Section III.A, the error rate \( \lambda_{\text{error}} \) is a function of the cache size. As a result, the performability is fundamentally impacted by the cache size. As our experimental results indicate (Section III), a careful selection of the cache size is of utmost importance to achieve the required performance and reliability.

C. Cache energy consumption

The energy dissipated in the cache is comprised by a static and a dynamic component. Static energy is caused by leakage currents in the CMOS circuit, while dynamic energy is mainly due to the charging and discharging of the load capacitance which are driven by switching gates. Dynamic energy consumption consists of most of the total energy dissipation in level one caches [16], hence we only consider the dynamic energy of the cache here. Cache energy is dissipated during read as well as write accesses. Write accesses include the normal write accesses and the cache line replacements after cache misses. Accordingly, the cache energy is given by:

\[
E = E_{\text{read}} \times N_{\text{read}} + E_{\text{write}} \times N_{\text{write}}
\]

where \( N_{\text{read}} \) and \( N_{\text{write}} \) are the numbers of the cache read access and write access respectively, while \( E_{\text{read}} \) and \( E_{\text{write}} \) are the energy consumed during one cache read access and one cache write access, respectively. Both \( N_{\text{read}} \) and \( N_{\text{write}} \) depend on the cache size since the cache hit rates are generally different for different cache sizes. Furthermore, the energy per access, \( E_{\text{read}} \) as well as \( E_{\text{write}} \), is also cache size dependent. The main reason is that different memory wire lengths have different capacitances to be charged [23].

III. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulation setup

In order to study the impacts of the cache size on performability and cache energy, we use a simulation-based approach. The experimental platform is MPARM [24], a cycle-accurate simulator that includes an ARM7 microprocessor model. The simulator reports detailed information regarding the number of clock cycles used to execute a benchmark as well as the energy consumed within the cache. The cache size of MPARM can be configured from 32 bytes up to 1M bytes (1024 \times 1024) with the constraint that the size must be a power of 2. The cache line size is fixed to 16 bytes. In our simulation, we use separated data cache and instruction cache, and both have a maximum size of 256K bytes (256 \times 1024). Cache memory accesses require one clock cycle, while accesses to the main DRAM memory are conservatively assumed to take 100 clock cycles [22]. Two way set-associativity is used for the data cache. The instruction cache is direct-mapped. Although the associativity of the cache is configurable, we do not change the cache associativity in our simulations, since our main focus is on the cache size.

We conduct the fault injection experiments to determine the vulnerability factor (Section II.A) of different cache configurations for five commonly used benchmark applications, namely, a fixed point FFT (FPFFT) with a 1024 points discrete sinewave as input, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) with 300 ASCII characters as inputs, a 8\times8 matrix multiplication (MM), a 12\times12 matrix addition (MA) and a 100 integer quick sort algorithm (QSORT). In order to obtain accurate vulnerability factors, we inject \( 10^7 \) faults for each benchmarks. Each fault is injected in the following way: Two independent random variables \( X \) and \( Y \) are used to decide the position of the fault injection in the cache, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The random variable \( X \) is uniformly distributed between 1 and \( L \), the number of lines in the cache. Accordingly, \( X \) decides in which line the fault will be injected. The random variable \( Y \) is uni-
formally distributed between 1 and $M$, the number of bits in a line, to decide which bit in the line will flip its value. This determines if the flipped bit belongs to the valid bit, the tag array or the data array. Fig. 2 shows the case for the direct-mapped instruction cache, the fault position in the two way data cache is decided in a similar way, only that $Y$ is uniformly distributed between 1 and $2M$. When $Y$ is less than $M$, the fault is within set 0; otherwise, the fault is within set 1. According to the values of $X$ and $Y$, we check whether the selected memory cell falls within the disabled cache region. If so, the fault injection will definitely not cause an error and a simulation run is unnecessary. On the other hand, if a memory cell within the enabled cache is selected, then the injected fault might manifest in an error, i.e., the simulation has to be performed to observe the effect of the injected fault. Before the simulation is performed, we also randomly determine the clock cycle $I$ of the task execution during which the fault will be injected ($1 \leq I \leq N$). After a simulation has finished, we compare the outcome with the expected outcome to see if the injected fault resulted in an error. The number of errors is counted and divided by the number of injected faults ($10^6$) to obtain the vulnerability factor.

### B. Experimental results

In the first set of experiments, we concentrate on the data cache and the results obtained for the FPFFT benchmark. Fig. 3 shows the outcomes of the experiments. The three graphs give the energy dissipation, the number of clock cycles and the vulnerability factor as a function of the cache size. Note that the cache size in the figures is the logarithm of the true cache size, e.g., cache size 10 means the true cache size is $2^{10} = 1024$ bytes. As we can observe from Fig. 3 (a), the optimal cache energy consumption for the FPFFT benchmark is obtained for a cache size of $2^{10}$ bytes. It is interesting to see that the cache energy increases for smaller sizes. The main reason for this behavior is the high miss rate for smaller caches, which consequently results in a large number of cache line replacements. This increases the number of cache accesses (read/write accesses + replacement accesses). Although the energy per cache access increases when the cache size gets larger, the number of cache accesses drops relatively faster and the overall effect is a decreasing energy consumption. When the cache size is above $2^{10}$ bytes, the number of the cache accesses reduces slower and becomes fixed after the cache size is greater than $2^{12}$ bytes. However, the energy per cache access continuously increases with the cache size increasing. This is mainly due to the fact that the address/data lines in the cache become longer and hence a larger capacitance has to be charged for the accesses. As a result, the energy curve of the cache rises after the cache size is larger than $2^{10}$ bytes.

The processor clock cycles used to execute the benchmark is depicted in Fig. 3(b). As we can see, with increasing cache size the miss rate drops and the clock cycles decrease quickly. Clearly, less cache misses cause less time-consuming main memory accesses so that the total clock cycles are reduced. Nevertheless, once the cache size is above $2^{12}$ bytes, the clock cycles do not change any more. This is due to the fact that the application cannot facilitate the extra cache and the increasing cache size will not further reduce the cache miss rate.

Fig. 3(c) shows the vulnerability factor (VF) as a function of the cache size. It shows an opposite trend when compared to the clock cycle curve of Fig. 3(b). This can be explained as follows. If the active cache portion is increasing, also an increasing number of the uniformly distributed transient faults will hit this active area, hence causing more errors. However, when the cache size has exceeded $2^{12}$ bytes, the FPFFT benchmark does not take advantage of additional cache and the processor will not access the additional cache lines. Hence, as the cache becomes larger and larger, although more and more transient faults fall into the cache, the number of those hitting the accessed lines of the cache does not change significantly. As a result, the VF curve becomes saturate when the cache size exceeds $2^{12}$ bytes.

Having obtained the clock cycles and vulnerability factor, we can now use Eq. 3 to compute the performability for each cache size. The deadline for the FPFFT benchmark is 80.9 ms, which is the execution time of the benchmark when the cache size is minimum ($2^5$ bytes). The performability results are given in Table I. Note that the performability is actually a probability, with a desired value of as close as possible to 1. To ease the comparison we report the results by the number of 9s after the decimal point (Column 2) and five more digits after the
Table I, it can be found that with the cache size of smaller than last 9 (Column 3). As we can observe, when the cache size is smaller than $2^{10}$ bytes, though the VF value is small (Fig. 3(c)), the execution time is relatively long due to the large number of clock cycles (Fig. 3(b)). As a result, there is not enough slack for the re-execution so that the performability becomes low. With increasing cache size, the execution time reduces and there is more slack left for re-executions, even though the VF value increases, the performability still improves. This illustrates that compared to VF, slack time is more important to improve the performability for this benchmark. After the size reaches $2^{10}$ bytes, the difference between each performability value is marginal and the number of 9s remains the same. From Table I, it can be found that with the cache size of $2^{10}$ bytes, we can achieve the best performability. Taking the energy curve of Fig. 3(a) into consideration, we can find that selecting a cache size larger than $2^{10}$ bytes is not a good choice because it is not energy efficient and the performability will not be improved. Clearly, for the FPFFT benchmark, $2^{10}$ bytes is the optimal cache size with which the cache energy is minimal and the performability is maximal.

The next set of experiments is concerned with the CRC benchmark, for which we performed the same evaluations as for the FPFFT benchmark. The deadline of the CRC benchmark is at 69.4 ms. Fig. 4 and Table II show the experimental results. When comparing Figs. 3 and 4 as well as Tables I and II, we can notice similar trends, however, we should note some important difference. For CRC the cache energy is minimal when the cache size is $2^{10}$ bytes while the performability is maximal when the cache size is $2^{10}$ bytes. That is, as opposed to FPFFT, there is a Pareto-optimal set of the cache sizes: $[2^{10}, 2^{10}]$. The decision of the cache size selection can be made according to the system requirement. For safety-critical systems, we should select $2^{10}$ bytes to achieve the highest performability; for systems with tight energy budget, e.g. some battery powered systems, the cache size should be selected as $2^{10}$ bytes.

Due to space limitations, we do not report here the detailed results of the matrix multiplication (MM), matrix addition (MA) and quick sort algorithm (QSORT). Nevertheless, the general trends of these benchmarks follow observations made for the FPFFT and CRC benchmarks. Overall these benchmarks have optimal data cache sizes for MM, MA and QSORT of $2^{10}$, $2^9$ and $2^9$, respectively.

Since the above given experimental results concentrated on the data cache, we have conducted additional experiments for the instruction cache. The results of the FPFFT benchmark are given in Fig. 5 and Table III. The energy curve reaches the lowest point at the cache size of $2^9$ bytes. In Table III, we can find the performability is maximum when the cache size is $2^{13}$ bytes. However, since the performability at size $2^{10}$ is very close to the maximum value and the number of 9s at size $2^{10}$ is the same as that of size $2^{13}$, we can choose $2^9$ and $2^{10}$ as the Pareto-optimal set of the cache size.

The experimental results for the other four benchmarks on the instruction cache follow a similar trend and details are omitted due to space limitations. Nevertheless, for the MA and QSORT benchmarks, there are Pareto-optimal sets: $[2^7$, $2^9$, $2^{10}$, $2^{13}$].

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{PERFORMABILITY FOR CRC: DATA CACHE}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{cache size} & \textbf{number of 9's} & \textbf{digits after 9} \\
\hline
5 & 7 & 55991 \\
6 & 6 & 75245 \\
7 & 6 & 60276 \\
8 & 25 & 75245 \\
9 & 31 & 75245 \\
10 & 36 & 87930 \\
11 & 36 & 83265 \\
12 & 36 & 31894 \\
13 & 35 & 87930 \\
14 & 35 & 36913 \\
15 & 35 & 89517 \\
16 & 35 & 17056 \\
17 & 35 & 89517 \\
18 & 35 & 10356 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
2^8} and \(2^9\), respectively. For the MM and CRC benchmarks the optimal cache sizes are \(2^{10}\) and \(2^9\), respectively.

Summarizing, we can draw the following conclusion from the above experimental results. There exist optimal or Pareto-optimal cache size choices with respect to performability and energy consumption. Depending on the application requirement a proper cache size should be selected to achieve the optimal energy and performability simultaneously or the best trade off. Furthermore, as the optimal cache sizes depend largely on the running application, dynamically changing the cache size to suit the particular application is not only beneficial from an energy point of view but also to improve the system’s performability. For instance, when running the FPFFT benchmark after the MA benchmark, the processor’s data cache should be adapted from \(2^{10}\) to \(2^{10}\) bytes and the instruction cache should be changed from \(2^8\) to \(2^9\) bytes. This adaption would reduce the data cache energy by 2.6% and increasing the performability from sixteen 9s to twenty-six 9s. The instruction cache would reduce its energy by 8.8% and improve the performability from twelve 9s to forty 9s.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the impact of the cache size selection on three important design objectives, namely, the system performance, the cache energy consumption and the cache reliability, which has not been addressed explicitly in previous work. Performability has been defined to combine the analysis of the performance and the reliability. We have conducted extensive experiments to analyze the interplay between the three objects. These experiments were performed using cycle-accurate processor simulations and it was found that the cache size selection affects not only the energy but also the performability. The results indicate that a careful cache size selection is needed, in order to take advantage of the found optimal energy/performability trade-off points.
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